CHAPTER-IV
The establishment of the theory of ‘anyathākhyāti’ refuting
‘akhyātivāda’
Part-I
A Critique of ‘Akhyātivāda’ by the Naiyāyikas
We have to know as to the nature of valid knowledge (‘pramā’) in accordance with
Gangeśa before the establishment of the theory of ‘anyathākhyāti’.

Gangeśa defines ‘pramā’ as such: “Yatra yadasti tatra tasyᾱnubhavah pramā ”.
Actually, the intuition (‘anubhava’) of that entity in that locus(‘adhikaraņa’) is
called ‘pramᾱ’ which entity definately remains there.1 To exemplify it we may say
that, the existence of the silverness remains in the ‘this thing’ (‘idaṁ’) like the
silver in the valid knowledge like ‘idaṁ rajataṁ. So, the silverness-oriented
knowledge in the this thing is called ‘prama’. On the other hand, the silverness
does not remain in the ‘this thing’ (‘idaṁ’) like ‘the shell’ (‘śukti’) in spite of this
situation, the knower gains the knowledge of silver; it is called invalid knowledge
(‘apramā).
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Prabhākara upheld that, ‘nanu sarvajῆānānāṁ yathārthatvāt pramālakşaņe
viśeşaņavyavarttyapraasiddheh

viśeşaņavaiyarthyaṁ

anyathᾱkhyᾱtou

mānābhāvāt”. Actually, ‘tadabhᾱvavat viśeşyaka tatprakᾱraka’—such kind of
cognition is not proved in accordance with Prᾱbhᾱkara. In consideration of
Prᾱbhᾱkara, ‘thisness’ (‘idanta’) is a perceptual cognition and ‘the cognition of
silver’ is a remembrance in the ‘shell-silver’ case. The difference between those
two is not accepted to the knower by virtue of blames. Not only the difference
between these two kinds of cognition is not accepted to the knower on account of
blames but also these two types of things like ‘the shell’ and ‘the silver’. The
person who is interested to collect the silver (‘rajatᾱrthī’) undertakes to the shell
for the sake of those two kinds of cognition whose difference is not accepted. So, it
is not necessary to accept that shell-oriented cognition, shell is qualified by the
silverness. If we accept the shell-oriented knowledge then the shell is specified by
the silverness and the adjective like ‘tadvadviśeşyakatva’ is necessary in the
definition of ‘pramᾱ’ (‘valid cognition’) to differentiate it from the invalid
cognition (‘apramᾱ). But, someone who does not accept the erroneous cognition
(‘tadabhᾱvavadviśeşyaka tatprakᾱraka jῆᾱna’), according to them, such adjective
is unnecessary.
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In pursuance of the Prābhākaras that cognition would be necessarily
‘tadvadviśeşyaka’ which is ‘tatprakāraka’.
Why would not be accepted the theory of ‘anyathākhyāti’ ?
After the above-mentioned question Prᾱbhᾱkaras say that, ‘anyathākhyātau
mānābhāvāt’. Actually, there is no any evidence in the theory of ‘anyathākhyāti’ in
accordance with the Prābhākaras.
To refute the above-said argument, the Naiyāyikas deliberate that, ‘anyathākhyātou
mānābhāvāt’ means ‘there is no evidence in the anyathākhyāti’. So, the
Prābhākaras say that, there is the absence of the evidence in the locus like
‘anyathākhyāti’. But, the Prābhākaras cannot say it; because, they actually do not
accept such locus like ‘anyathākhyāti’. ‘The absence of anything’ is not
established in any unproved locus1.

For this reason, Mathurānātha, commentator of Gangeśa has given the meaning of
the term like ‘anyathākhyātau mānābhāvāt’ as such: there is no evidence as to the
term ‘otherwiseness’ (‘anyathātva’) which remains in the cognition. Actually,
‘otherwiseness’ (‘anyathātva’) means ‘that adjectiveness which is limited by the
attribute of the noun/subject which is the locus of the absence of that’
(‘tadabhᾱvavadviśeşyakatvᾱvaccinna tatprakᾱrakatva’). The Prᾱbhᾱkaras’ opinion
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is that: ‘that adjectiveness which is limited by the attribute of the subject which is
the

locus

of

the

absence

of

that’

(‘tadabhᾱvavadviśeşyakatvᾱvaccinna

tatprakᾱrakatva’) remains in the unsuccessful or abortive desire (‘visaṁvādi
iccā’). Such unfruitful desire does not remain in cognition. The person who is
interested to collect the silver (‘rajatārthī’) must undertake the shell once in a way
for the sake of such desire which is the cognition of the shell qualified by the
silverness. The silverness which is limited by the attribute of the subject/noun like
the shell (‘śuktiviśeşyakatvᾱvaccinna rajatatvaprakᾱrakatva’) remains in such
desire. But, the shell is such locus which is specified by the absence of the
silverness.. It is called ‘otherwiseness’’ (‘anyathātva’).
The Prᾱbhᾱkara school has refuted the above-mentioned argument by dint of the
statement as:

“ tathāhi--- rajatᾱrthipravŗttivişayatvaṁ rajatattvaprakᾱra-

kᾱnubhavavişayatvavyapyaṁ

rajatᾱrthipravŗttivişayamᾱtravvŗttidharmatvᾱt

rajatamᾱtravŗttidharmavaditi anyathᾱkhyᾱtivyapyaṁ siddhᾱtīti. Aprāptakālatvaṁ,
rajatamᾱtravŗttiῆcopᾱdhih”2 being doubted the Naiyᾱyikas’ opinion concerning
the ‘anyāthākhyāti’. The Naiyāyikas said that, the attribute of a subject of

the

inclination(‘pravŗţţivişayatva’) of the person who is interested to collect

the

silver(‘rajatārthī’) is pervaded with the attribute of the subject of that intuition or
cognition which is specified by the adjective ‘silverness’(‘rajatatvaprakᾱrakaPage 94 of 150

anubhavavişayatva’). Actually, there is an invariable concommitance relation
[‘vyāpti’] between the rajatārthī’s ‘pravŗţţivisayatva’ and ‘rajatattvaprakᾱraka
anubhavavişayatva’ ). If that statement is accepted then it also would be accepted
“the attribute of the subject of the intuition which is specified by the adjective like
‘silverness’ (‘rajatatvaprakᾱraka anubhavavişayatva’) in the shell”. Because, the
person who is interested to collect the silver (‘rajatārthiī) becomes unsuccessful
being engaged to the shell at some times. Such attribute of the subject of the
unfruitful or abortive inclination(‘viphala-pravŗttivişayatva’) is accepted to all. If
the attribute of the subject of the unfruitful inclination is

pervaded with the

attribute of the subject of that cognition which is qualified by the silverness then
the attribute of that subject of the knowledge which is qualified by the silverness
would be accepted in the shell. The shell-oriented intuition which is qualified by
the silverness, is called ‘theory of error with regard

to otherwise’

(‘anyathākhyāti’). In that intuitive cognition, the ‘probans’ or ‘the attribute which
remains only in the subject which is the subject of the inclination of that person
who

is

interested

to

collect

the

silver

(‘rajatᾱrthipravŗtti-

vişayamᾱtravŗttidharmatva’ ). As a result, the ‘probahdum’ or ‘the pervasiveness
which is the characteristic feature of that intuition which is qualified by the
silverness’ ( ‘rajatatvaprakᾱrakᾱnubhavaviśeşyatvavyᾱpyatva’ ) also remains in
the shell-oriented intuition which is qualified by the silverness. In this way, the
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attribute of the subject of the inclination of the person who is interested to collect
the silver, that is proved as pervaded of the characteristic feature of that intuition
which is qualified by the silverness. If the invariable concommitance relation is
accepted

in

the

shell

then

the

‘anyathākhyāti’

or

‘tadabhᾱvavadaviśeşyakatvᾱvaccinna tatprakᾱrakatva’ is accepted.
The Naiyāyikas demonstrated another argument to establish the theory of
‘anyathᾱkhyᾱti’.

The

argument

arajatavŗttijῆᾱnavişayatᾱvaccedakaṁ

is

as

such:

“Rajatatvaṁ

arajatavişayapravŗttihetujῆᾱnaprakᾱra-

katvāt, śuktitvavat”. In this argument, the inferential statement (‘pakşa’) is ‘the
silverness’(‘rajatatva’), the probandum is ‘the attribute of the limitor of the
subjectness

of

that

cognition

which

silver(‘arajatavŗttijῆᾱnavişayatᾱvaccedakatva’)

remains
and

the

in

the

probans

is:

non‘the

adjectiveness of that cognition which is the cause of that inclination whose object
is the non-silver’(‘arajatavişayapravŗttihetujῆᾱnaprakᾱrakatva’).
‘The

attribute

of

the

limitor’(‘avaccedaka’)

means

‘adjectiveness’

(‘prakᾱrakatva’). So, actually the probandum is: ‘the adjectiveness of the
objectness of that cognition which remains in the non-silver’(‘arajatavŗttijῆᾱnavişayatᾱprakᾱrakatva’). In the shell-silver erroneous cognition, ‘the silverness’ is
the inferential subject(‘pakşa’). The adjectiveness of the attribute of the subject of
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that

cognition(‘jῆanavişayatᾱ’)

which

remains

in

the

shell

and

such

adjectiveness(‘prakᾱrakatva’) remains in such inferential subject (‘pakşa’). The
probans(‘hetu’) is : ‘the adjectiveness of that cognition which is the cause of that
inclination whose object is the non-silver’. The person who is interested to collect
the shell’ (‘śuktyᾱrthī’) goes forward to collect the shell. The object of such
inclination (‘pravŗtti’) is non-silver (‘arajata-vişayaka pravŗtti’).
‘This is shell’ ---such cognitive state is the cause of that shell-oriented inclination.
The shellness is the adjective of this cognition. As a result, the adjectivenss of the
cognition (‘jῆᾱnaprakᾱrakatva’) remains in the shellness (‘śuktitva’). So, the
probans remains in the shellness. The attributeness(‘prakᾱratva’) of the attribute of
the subject of the cognition (‘jῆᾱnavişayatᾱ’) also remains in the shell or nonsilver. So, both the probandum and probans remain in the shellness. The shellness
is the example of this inferential statement.
It is necessary to clarify the above-mentioned statement. The inferential subject
(‘pakşa’) is ‘the silverness’ (‘rajatatva’) in this statement. The probandum
(‘sᾱdhya’) is: ‘the attribute of the limitor of the subjectness of that cognition
(‘jῆᾱnavişayatᾱvaccedakatva’’) which remains in the non-silver (‘arajata’). The
attribute of the limitor (‘avaccedakatva’) means ‘the adjectiveness’ (‘prakᾱratva’).
So, the probandum is ‘the adjectiveness ascertained by the subjectness of that
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cognition which remains in the non-silver’ (‘arajatavŗttijῆᾱnavişayatᾱnirûpita
prakşratva’). Actually, ‘the adjectiveness is ascertained by the subjectness of that
cognition which remains in the non-silver like the shell etc.’ is the probandum in
this cognition. If the adjectiveness ascertained by the subjectness of that cognition
which remains in the non-silver’, it remains in the silverness. The cognitive state
also would be accepted like ‘the cognition of non-silver qualified

by the

silverness’ (‘arajata-viśeşyaka rajatatvaprakᾱraka jῆᾱna’ ). It is an erroneous
otherwiseness cognition (‘anyathᾱkhyᾱti’)3.

The Prābhākara school of Mimāṁsaka has shown the fallacy of ‘upādhi’
after that argument. The Prābhākaras point out that, the ‘rajatavŗttitva’ or ‘the
non-existenceness of the silver’ is the ‘upᾱdhi’ in this argument. We know that, the
definition of ‘upᾱdhi’ is as such: ‘sādhyavyapakatve sati sādhanāvyāpakatvaṁ’.
In this case, the ‘rajatavŗttitva’ or ‘the non-existenceness of the silver’ is pervasive
than the probandum or ‘the adjectiveness ascertained by the subjectness of that
cognition

which

remains

in

the

non-silver’

(‘arajata-vŗtti

jῆᾱnavişayatᾱnirûpitaprakᾱratva’). This probandum remains in the shellness or
non-silverness in accordance with the Prabhakara. Hence, the theory of
‘otherwiseness’ or ‘anyathākhyāti’ is not applicable.
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The Naiyāyikas pointed out

another argument to accomplish the

‘anyathākhyāti’. The argument is as such:
“Vivādapadaṁ rajatajῆāna Śuktivişayakaṁ
Śuktau pravartakajῆᾱnatvᾱt”.
The significance of the above-mentioned argument is as such: the cause of
the inclination to the shell of that person who is interested to collect the silver is as
such form of cognition: ‘the substantive cognition of the shell which shell is
qualified by the silvertness’ (“śuktiviśeşyaka rajatattvaprakᾱraka jῆāna”) in
accordance with the Naiyāyikas. But, it is impossible for the Prabhakaras to accept
as such cognition; because, they do not accept the erroneous cognition. For this
reason, the Naiyāyikas point out that, the shell-oriented cognition which is
qualified by the silverness is a matter of doubt. It is the cause of shell-oriented
inclination. The silverness-oriented cognition (‘rajatatvaprakᾱraka jῆāna’ ) is the
inferential subject (‘pakşa’) in this statement. ‘The subjectness of the shell’
(‘śuktiviśeşyakatva’) is the probandum. ‘The attribute of that cognition which is the
cause of the inclination whose subject is the shell’(‘śuktiviśeşyaka-pravŗttijanakajῆᾱnatva’) is the probans in this cognition.
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The Prᾱbhᾱkaras admited that, the above-mentioned argument also is fallacious.
Because, the probandum like the subjectness of the shell’ (‘śuktiviśeşyakatva’)
does not remain in the inferential subject4.

Actually, the Nyᾱya-thinkers upheld that, the identical cognition between the shell
and silver is the cause of the unfruitful inclination to the shell of the person who is
interested to collect the silver. But, the Prabhakaras do not accept such kind of
‘theory of otherwiseness’ (‘anyathākhyāti’). According to them (Prābhākara), the
knowledge of difference (‘bhedāgraha’) between ‘the silver’ and ‘thisness’ and
also the presence separately between the ‘this’ and ‘silver’ are the causes of that
unfruitful inclination.
The identical cognition of the desirous thing (‘iştabheda jῆāna’) is the cause of the
unfruitful inclination in accordance with the Nyāya-thinkers. In this respect, ‘işta’
means ‘the object of desire’. If any person is desirous to collect the silver then that
person goes forward to the ‘this thing’ (‘idaṁ’) which remains in front of the
knower for the sake of the identical cognition of the silver to this thing. But, if we
accept the cognition whose subject is the identical with the desirous thing as the
cause of the inclination then we also have to accept it in the cause of unfruitful
inclination. As for example, when the person who is interested to collect the silver
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(‘rajatᾱrthī) goes forward to collect the shell in that case, the identical cognition of
the silver in the shell is the cause of that inclination.
Actually, the cause of the fruitless inclination (‘visaṁvᾱdipravŗtti’) which is
characterized by the silverness to the shell of that person who is interested to
collect the silver is the identical cognition between the shell and the silver or the
knowledge which is qualified by the shell and characterized by the silver in
accordance with the Nyᾱya-thinkers. On the other hand, the Prabhakaras’ view
concerning error, the fruitless inclination which is characterized by the silverness
originates in the shell by reason of the absence of knowledge of discrimination
between the ‘idam’ or the foremost thing and the silver which exists far from the
knower and the presence of the shell and the silver separately.
That the absence of knowledge of discrimination of the desired thing (
‘iştabhedᾱgraha’) is the cause of inclination is accepted by the Prᾱbhᾱkara school
of Mīmᾱṁsᾱ. Refuting this argument, the Nyᾱya-thinkers say that, in which case,
there is the knowledge of difference of the desired thing on account of the
particular blame etc. in that case and also seen the inclination. For example, ‘the
conch is yellow, not white’ … in this case, if ‘śvetatvavyᾱpya śaṁkhyatvavᾱn
ayaṁ’ or ‘this is full of conchness which is to b e pervaded by whiteness’. In the
same manner the knowledge of pervasion of whiteness in the conch has to be
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originated. In consequence of this particular perceptual knowledge ‘śaṁkyah
śvetah’ or ‘the white conch’….. the inclination originates of that person who is
interested to collect the white thing etc. to the conch. The white-thing is the desired
thing to that person who is interested to collect the white thing. This identical
knowledge of the white is the cause of the inclination in accordance with the
Naiyᾱyikas. Because, the Naiyᾱyikas’ point of view is that, the identical
knowledge of the desired thing is the cause of the inclination. But, behind such
point of view, the absence of knowledge of discrimination is the cause of
inclination. According to them, it is not possible to become inclined to this case.
The Mīmᾱṁsakas’ point of view is that, if we say that, the identical
knowledge of the desired thing is the cause of inclination then the desired thing is
yellow to whom it is not possible for him to become inclined for the knowledge of
‘the conch is yellow’. Because, the person who has bile-disease, he knows that, the
conch is not yellow. So, he infers that, ‘ayaṁśaṁkhah no pītah śaṁkhatvᾱt’ or
‘this conch is not yellow’ as it is known with the conchness’. With this inference
the knowledge of difference of the desired thing exists by that person who is
interested to collect the yellow thing. As a result, the cause of the inclination as the
absence of knowledge of discrimination in accordance with the Prᾱbhᾱkara does
not exist. But, according to the Naiyᾱyikas, there is an identical knowledge of the
desired yellow of that person who is interested to collect the yellow thing with the
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knowledge ‘the conch is yellow’. So, the Nyᾱya-thinkers accept this inclination.
Yet, it is not accepted to all that, the inclination originates from the knowledge ‘the
conch is yellow’ for the particular blames etc. The Naiyᾱyikas’ opinion is that,
the identical knowledge of the desired thing which is the cause of inclination that
exists in this case. But, in the Prᾱbhᾱkara’s opinion, the absence of knowledge of
discrimination of the desired yellow that does not exist in this case; because, the
knowledge of difference (‘bheda-graha’) becomes with the conchness (‘probans’)
in that case. For this reason, the Prᾱbhᾱkaras raised the opposite the standpoint and
say that, the absence of knowledge of discrimination of the desired thing is the
cause of inclination which is reasonable.5
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Part-II

‘Anyathᾱkhyᾱtivᾱdasiddhᾱntapakşa’
Both the Prᾱbhᾱkaras and the Naiyᾱyikas upheld that, the desired silver (‘işta
rajata’) and the cognition of thisness (‘idaṁ’) are the causes of the valid
inclination like ‘the cognition of silver qualified by the silverness’. But, there is the
dersiation (‘vyᾱbhicᾱra’) between ‘the inclination’ and ‘the cognition of thisness’.
Because, the inclination of the knower also is created by ‘the adjectiveness which
is the limitor of the desireness’ (‘iştatᾱvaccedaka prakᾱraka’ ) and ‘the cognition
of thisness’ (‘idaṁviśeşyaka jῆᾱna’) in ‘the cognition of this is not silver’ (‘idaṁ
na rajataṁ’). But, ‘the inclination concerning thisness’ (‘idamviśeşyaka pravŗtti’)
may not be created by anybody in ‘the cognition of this is not silver’. Nevertheless,
both the object (’vişaya’) and also the subject (‘viśesşya’) are the desired thing
(‘işta’) in ‘the cognition of this is not silver’ (‘idaṁ na rajataṁ’), So, it is
necessary to accept the inclination in this case also. to refute this, we have to
accept such cognition which is ‘iştatᾱvaccedaka rajatatvaniştha prakᾱratᾱnirûpita
idaṁnistha viśeşyatᾱśalī’ as the cause of that inclination.
The Prᾱbhᾱkaras said after that, ‘the attribute of the absence of knowledge of
discrimination’ (‘bhedᾱgrahatva’) remains in the cognition of ‘this is silver’. So,
‘the attribute of the absence of knowledge of discrimination’ (‘bhedᾱgrahatva’)
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may be the limitor (‘avaccedaka’) of the causation (‘kᾱranatᾱ’) in such cognitive
state.
The Naiyᾱyikas said after the Prᾱbhᾱkaras’ above-mentioned argument that, the
acceptance of ‘the attribute of the cognition of thisness qualified by the silverness’
(‘idaṁviśeşyaka rajatatvaprakᾱraka jῆᾱnatva’) is lighter (‘lᾱghava’) than the
acceptance of ‘the attribute of the absence of the knowledge of discrimination’
(‘bhedᾱgrahatva’) as ‘the limiter of the causation’ (‘kᾱranatᾱvaccedaka’) in the
causation of ‘this is silver’.
The certainty of the cause-effect relation is dependent upon the knowledge of coexistenceness between the cause and effect. If we accept the cognition of this
qualified by the silverness as the cause of inclination then this kind of cognition
will remain in previous time of that inclination and we will give the
‘anuvyavasaya’ of this cognition in the time of inclination. We also will give ‘the
attribute

of

such

cognition

of

this

qualified

by

the

silverness

(‘rajatatvaprakaratanirupita-idam-visesyaka jnanatva’) as the subject (‘vişaya’) of
that ‘anuvyᾱvasaya’ of the cognition. By dint of this ‘anuvyãvasãya’ the cause and
the limiter of the cause (‘kᾱraņatᾱvaccedaka’) regularly (‘niyata’) remain in the
time of inclination. On the other hand, ‘the attribute of the absence of knowledge
of discrimination (‘bhedᾱgrahatva’) does not regularly remain in the time of such
inclination. For this reason, it is more justified to accept ‘the attribute of
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knowledge of this qualified by silverness’ (‘idaṁviśeşyaka-rajatatvaprakᾱrakajῆᾱnatva’) as the limitor of the causation (‘kᾱranatᾱvaccedaka’).6

According to the Nyᾱya-thinkers, ‘the cognition of silver qualified by the
silverness’ (‘rajata-viśeşyaka-rajatatvaprakᾱraka jῆᾱna’) is the cause of ‘the
inclination of silver qualified by the silverness’ (‘rajata-viśeşyaka rajatatvaprakᾱraka pravŗţţi’). So, the valid cognition is the cause of the valid inclination.
On the other hand, the false cognition is the cause of the false inclination. With
reference

to

this

context,

Gangeśa

established

an

argument

like:

“Visaṁvᾱdipravŗţţih viśiştajῆᾱnasᾱdhya, pravŗţţitvᾱt, satyapravŗţţivat”.7

According to the above-mentioned argument, the subject and adjective of an
inclination they also will be the qualificand (‘vişaya’) and adjective (‘prakᾱra’)
respectively of that cognition which is the cause of that inclination. By dint of this
inferential statement, ‘the inclination of the shell qualified by the silverness’
(‘śuktiviśeşyaka rajatatvaprakᾱraka jῆᾱna’) --- it has been established. As a result,
it is proved that, the erroneous inclination (‘visaṁvᾱdī pravŗţţi’) is the effect of
‘the erroneous cognition of otherwiseness’ (‘anyathᾱkhyᾱti’). Gangeśa said that,
any effect cannot be created without its cause.
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The Prᾱbhᾱkaras apprehended that, if we accept the erroneous cognition as a cause
of the invalid inclination then it would not be possible to assurt the cause of the
erroneous cognition. Because, the object and the operative relation of the senseorgans of the knower are the causes of the valid cognition. But, these do not remain
in the erroneous cognition. For this reason, it would be necessarily accepted that,
the erroneous cognition is deprived of the cause. if the erroneous cognition is
deprived of the cause then it also would be accepted that, this erroneous cognition
is eternal. Because, we know that, any existing category which is deprived of any
cause that actually is an eternal category. Because the eternal entity aare only
uncaused.
After that argument, Gangeśa said that, the particular cognition (‘viśişta jῆᾱna’) is
the cause of the erroneous inclination. Through this particular cognition the blame,
sense-organs etc. are proved as its causes. Actually, the blemished sense-organs are
accepted as the particular cognition.
To refute the above-mentioned argument, the prabhakaras apprehended that,
‘blame’ actually is the sublating entity (‘vᾱdhaka’) of an effect, it may not be the
cause of any effect at any time.
After that argument, Gangeśa pointed out that, ‘sarvato valavati hi.....’ as on.
According to him, even though ‘blame’ (‘doşa’s) may not be proved as the cause
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besides ‘error’ notwithstanding that, the effect as the erroneous cognition which is
proved by the inclination that may be the effect of the blame.8

Gangeśa

Upᾱdhyᾱy

pointed

out

that,

“na

ca

bhedᾱgrahᾱt

pravŗttyupapatterapi” to prove that, the absence of knowledge of discrimination
may not be the cause in the case of the fruitful and non-fruitful inclination both.
Gangeśa said that, “viparītacatuşke yugapat pravŗţţi-nivŗttyapatteh…………….”
etc. The meaning of the technical term ‘viparitacatuşka’ is as such: the case of the
illusory cognition where the silver is the subject qualified by the attribute of tinfoilness (‘rajate raṁgatvaprakᾱraka bhramajῆᾱna”). In the case of this illusory
cognition, the qualifier is in the silver and on the other hand, the qualifier is the
silverness in the tin-foil. This is the explanation of the Nyᾱya-philosophers. But,
the Prãbhãkara Mῑmãṁsakas pointed out with regard to this explanation in another
way. Because, there is nothing any illusory cognition in accordance with the
Prᾱbhᾱkaras . According to the Prᾱbhᾱkaras, the perceptual cognition of the shell,
the presence of the silverness and the absence of knowledge of discrimination
between the shell and the silver---- this is the illusion in the shell-silver case. The
person who is interested to collect the silver (‘rajatᾱrthī’) goes forward to the shell
and on the other hand, he comes back from the shell in the presence of such
illusory cognition. Because, the perceptual cognition of the locus, the presence of
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the silverness and the absence of knowledge of discrimination between the shell
and silver ---these are the causes of the inclination of the desired person as to the
silver in accordance with the Prᾱbhᾱkara school. In this case, the perceptual
cognition of the locus as the shell, the presence of the silverness and the absence of
knowledge of discrimination between the shell and the silver presented. For this
reason, there is the inclination of the knower. Similarly, there is the completion of
the knower also is presented. Because, there are the causes of the completion of the
knower have also been presented. Because, there are the perceptual knowledge of
the shell, the presence of the shellness and the absence of knowledge of
discrimination between the shell and the substratum like ‘this’(‘idaṁ). So, there are
the inclination and completion both are presented in the substratum like ‘this’.
Those above-discussed cases are the unfruitful inclination and completion both.
Now, we will discuss the fruitful cases in accordance with the Prᾱbhᾱkara school
of Mīmᾱṁsakas. In the same manner, the perceptual knowledge of silver or ‘this’,

the presence of silverness and the absence of knowledge of discrimination between
the silver and the substratum like ‘this’ ( ‘idaṁ’) --- these are presented in the case
of inclination. Again, there are the perceptual knowledge of the substratum, the
presence of shellness and the absence of knowledge of discrimination between the
shell and the substratum or ‘this’. So, there is the completion also in the substratum
like ‘this’ ( ‘idaṁ’). So, it is established by the Prᾱbhᾱkaras that, the inclination
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and completion both remain in the identical substratum simultaneously. But, it is
not possible. For this reason, the absence of knowledge of discrimination may not
become the cause in the case of fruitful and non-fruitful inclination and completion
in accordance with the Nyᾱya-philosophers.
The Prᾱbhᾱkara school of Mīmᾱṁsakas said that, the absence of knowledge of
discrimination (‘bhedᾱgraha’) is the cause of the inclination and completion both
of the fruitful (‘saṁvᾱdī’ ) and fruitless ( ‘visaṁvᾱdī ) . Refuting this argument
Gangeśa demonstrated another objection. That argument is as such: “Na ca
bhedᾱgrahᾱt

pravŗttyupapattirapi.

Viparītacatuşke

yugapat

pravŗtti-

nivŗttyapatteh……..”. ‘Viparītacatuşke’ is a technical term. It means ‘the illusory
cognition of this silver qualified by shellness’. The silver and the shell are
presented as the locative cases which are qualified by thisness. The silverness and
the shellness are presented as imposing entities. In this illusory cognition, the
shellness is the adjective (prakᾱra’) in the silver which silver is presented by
thisness again, the silverness is the adjective in the shell which shell is presented
by thisness in this illusory case. This is the view of the Naiyᾱyikas. The
Prᾱbhᾱkaras pointed out this illusory cognition in another way. According to the
Prᾱbhᾱkaras, the perceptual cognition of the shell like thisness ( ‘idantena
śuktipratyakşa,) the presence of silverness and the absence of knowledge of
discrimination between the shell and the silver --- this is the illusion of the silver in
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the shell by thisness. Similarly, the perceptual knowledge of the silver which silver
is presented by thisness, the presence of the shellness and the absence of
knowledge of discrimination between the shell and the silver --- these are the
causes of this illusory cognition. The inclination and the completion are created of
that person who is interested to collect the silver (‘rajatᾱrthī’) in the case of this
illusory cognition. Because, according to the Prᾱbhᾱkaras, the perceptual
knowledge of the substratum (‘dharmī’), the presence of the silverness and the
absence of knowledge of discrimination between the substratum and the silver --these are the causes of the inclination of that person who is interested to collect the
silver. In this case, the perceptual knowledge of the substratum as the shell which
shell is presented by thisness, the presence of silverness and the absence of
knowledge of discrimination of the silver in the shell which shell is presented by
thisness. Because, the knower accepted the shell as the silver, so, the inclination
creates in this way. Similariy, the completion also creates in this way. Because, the
perceptual knowledge of the substratum (‘dharmipratyakşa’), presence of the
shellness and the absence of knowledge of discrimination between the ‘thisness’
and the shell --- all of these remain in this case which are the causes of the
completion(‘nivŗţţi’). So, in the case of silver which silver is presented by thisness
that silver is qualified by the shellness. And which shell is presented by thisness
that shell is qualified by the silverness --- this is the illusory cognitive case which
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is known as ‘samuhalambana bhrama’. Because, the subjectness ascertained by
the adjectiveness as the silverness (‘rajatatvaaprakaratanirupita visesyata’)
remains in the tin (‘ranga’) and the another type of

subjectness ascertained by

the adjectiveness of the tinfoilness (‘raṁgatvaprakᾱratᾱnirūpita viśeşyatᾱ’)
remains in the silver. The tin (‘raṁga’) and the silver (‘rajata’) both of them are
the objects of that cognition mainly. So, it is called ‘samuhᾱlambana’.9

According to the Naiyᾱyikas, there is the knowledge of discrimination (‘bhedagraha’) of the silver in the illusory case of the tin in the silver. And there is also the
knowledge of discrimination (‘bheda-graha’) of the tin in the illusory cognition of
the silver in the tin. It would not be possible the apprehension like ‘idaṁraṁgaṁ
rajataṁ vᾱ’ in the substratum like this for the sake of the existence of the
knowledge of discrimination (‘bhed-graha’) of the silver in the silver. In the same
manner, it would not be possible the apprehension like ‘idaṁ raṁgaṁ rajataṁ vᾱ’
in the substratum like this on account of the existence of the knowledge of
discrimination of the tin in the tin. On the other hand, the Prᾱbhᾱkaras accept that
apprehention. According to them, there is nothing any knowledge of discrimination
between the shell and the silver due to blames; there is actually ‘the absence of
knowledge of discrimination’ (‘bhedᾱgraha’). If we accept the knowledge of
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discrimination ((bhed-graha) of the tin in the tin then it also would be accepted the
theory of ‘anyathᾱkhyᾱti’.10

According to the Prᾱbhᾱkaras, ‘the absence of knowledge of discrimination’
(‘bhedᾱgraha’) is the cause of the inclination and completion both. According to
them, the tin is presented to the knower by virtue of the attribute of glistening
which remains in the silver. On the contrary, the silver is presented to the knower
for the sake of the same attribute of glistening which also remains in the tin.
The Nyᾱya-thinkers upheld that, the difference of the silver is accepted in the
silver due to blames; and for this reason, the illusion of that tin is created in that
silver in the subsequent time. Again, the difference of the silver is accepted in the
tin for the sake of blames.
According to the Naiyᾱyikas, the silver is not known by the silverness and the tin
is not known by dint of the tinfoilness. Because, if it would not be possible then the
illusory cognition of tin in the silver and also the illusory cognition of the silver in
the tin in the subsequent time. So, this illusory cognition has been created through
the blames. The silver is not known to the knower as silverness and the tin also is
not known to the knower as tinfoilness for the sake of blames.11
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The Prᾱbhᾱkaras said that, ‘the blame’ is the cause of the inclination aand
completion both which ‘blame’ is accepted by the Naiyᾱyikas as the cause of the
erroneous cognition. Actually, the ‘blame’ is necessary in accordance with both of
them. But, the Prᾱbhᾱkaras cannot accept the argument given by the Naiyᾱyikas;
because, there is nothing any erroneous cognition in view of the Prᾱbhᾱkaras.
According to the Prᾱbhᾱkaras, ‘truthfulness’ ( ‘satyatva’)

may not be the

differentiator (‘vyᾱvartyaka’) of any cognition.
According to the Prᾱbhᾱkaras, the particular cognition ( ‘viśiştajῆᾱna’ ) is the
cause of the fruitful inclination. But, there is no any particular cognition in
previous time of the unfruitful inclination regularly in accordance with the
Prᾱbhᾱkaras. If it would be accepted by the Prᾱbhᾱkaras then the theory of
‘anyathᾱkhyᾱti’ also would be accepted. For this reason, the absence of knowledge
of discrimination is the cause of the unfruitful inclination. ‘The absence of
knowledge of discrimination (‘rajata-bhedᾱgraha’) of the silver’ means: the
absence of the attribute of the subject/noun (‘viśeşyatvᾱbhᾱva’) of the difference
cognition of the silver (‘rajata-bheda-jῆᾱna’).12

The Naiyᾱyikas said that, “jῆᾱnaṁ svavişaye pravartakaṁ”. Or, the
cognition originates the inclination to the subject of ownself. Being accepted this
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rule, the cognition also would be ‘the shell-oriented qualified by the silvereness’
(‘śuktiviśeşyaka-rajatattva-prakᾱraka’ ) which is the cause of that inclination
which also is ‘the shell-oriented qualified by silverness’ (‘rajatatva-prakᾱrakaśuktiviśeşyaka pravŗţţi’). This kind of unfruitful inclination (‘visaṁvᾱdipravŗţţi’) is
accepted by all. So, the unfruitful cognition also would be accepted which is the
cause of the unfruitful inclination. It is called ‘anyathᾱkhyᾱti’.
The Naiyᾱyikas have been concluded their theory of error in this manner that,
“Tatah iştajῆᾱnaṁ śuktou pravarttakaṁ tadvişayakaṁ tadvyᾱvahᾱrahetutvᾱt.
“Svavişaye tasyᾱsamarthyᾱt”. Aaccording to this argument ‘the shell-oriented

cognition qualified by silverness’ (‘śuktiviśeşyaka rajatatvaprakᾱraka jῆᾱna’ ) is
the cause of that ‘shell-oriented inclination qualified by the silverness’
(‘śuktiviśeşyaka-rajatattva-prakᾱraka pravŗţţi’ ). Because, any kind of cognition
does not create the inclination in the non-subject (‘aviśeşya’) of own. Actually, the
Naiyᾱyikas’ point of view is : the subject/noun (‘viśeşya’) of the limiter
(‘avaccedaka’) of the desireness (‘iştatᾱ’) is also the subject (‘viśeşya’ ) of the
inclination (‘pravŗţţi’).13

The Prãbhãkaras tried to refute the theory of ‘anyathᾱkhyᾱti’ by dint of the
argument: “rajatajῆᾱnaṁ na śuktivişayakaṁ tatprativaddhavyᾱvahᾱrahetutvᾱt”.
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The inferential subject of this argument is: ‘the silver-oriented cognition’ (‘rajatajῆᾱnaṁ’). Or, that ‘silverness-oriented cognition’ (‘rajatatva-prakᾱrakajῆᾱna’) is
the subject of this argument which is the cause of the silverness-oriented
inclination (‘rajatatvaprakᾱraka pravŗţţi’). Because, the Naiyᾱyikas have been
accomplished the theory of ‘anyathᾱkhyᾱti’ accepting that cognition whose
adjective is the silverness and subject is ‘the shell’. The present argument is the
opposing of this. The probandum of this argument is ‘na śuktivişayakaṁ’ or ‘the
shell which limited by the absence of the subjectnes(‘viśeşyakatvᾱbhᾱva’). The
probans is ‘tatprativaddhavyᾱvahᾱrahetutva’ or ‘the non-probansness of that
inclination whose subject is the shell’.
The Naiyᾱyikas have been shown the ‘svarûpᾱsiddhi’ fallacy in that abovementioned argument. Because, the probans does not remain in the present
inferential subject in accordance with the Naiyᾱyikas.
The Prᾱbhᾱkaras said that, “jῆᾱnaṁ yathᾱrthaṁ eva”. Or, ‘where is the
knowledgeness (‘jῆanatvaṁ’) there also is the validness/validity (‘yathᾱrthatvaṁ’).
It is the concommitance rule in this context. This concommitance rule is the
obstacle to establish the theory of ‘anyathᾱkhyᾱti’.14
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The Naiyᾱyikas presented two-fold arguments to refute the above-mentioned
concommitance rule given by the Prᾱbhᾱkaras. In the case of fruitful inclination
(‘saṁvᾱdipravŗţţi’). We see that, if there ‘the silverness-oriented cognition’
(‘rajatatvaprakᾱraka jῆᾱna’) remains then actually ‘the silverness-oriented
inclination’ (‘rajatatvaprakᾱraka pravŗţţi’) also remains. This cause-effect relation
is effective depending on that agreement-disagreement. the form of this first
argument is as such:
“śuktiviśeşşyakarajatatvaprakᾱrakapravŗţţi” or ‘that inclination whose subject is
the shell and the adjective is the silverness’. the probandum of this argument is ‘the
subjectness which is the same of that subjectness of the inclination
(‘samᾱnaviśeşyatᾱsambandhena

rajatatvaprakᾱrakajῆanajanyatva’).

The

inclination which is the inferential subject of this argument remains in that place
through the subjectness (‘vişayatᾱ’) relation if the silverness-oriented cognition
(‘rajatatvaprakᾱrakajῆᾱna’) remains in the same locus then the silverness-oriented
cognition (‘rajatatvaprakᾱraka jῆᾱna’) also remains in the same locus by dint of
the same relation of being a qualificand (‘samᾱnaviśeşyatᾱ sambandha’) to the
shell-oriented

inclination

qualified

by

rajatatvaprakᾱraka pravŗtti’).
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silverness

(‘śuktiviśeşyaka

The cause-effect relation (‘kᾱrya-kᾱrana-bhᾱva’) is possible between ‘the
shell-oriented

inclination

rajatatvaprakᾱraka

qualified

pravŗtti’)

and

by

the

‘the

silverness’

(‘śuktiviśesyaka-

silverness-oriented

cognition’

(‘rajatatvaprakᾱraka jῆᾱna’) for the co-existenceness (‘sᾱmᾱnᾱdhikaraņya’)
through relation of being qualificand (‘visayata sambandha’). ‘The shell-oriented
inclination qualified by the silverness’ (‘śukti-viśeşyaka-rajatatvaprakᾱraka
pravŗtti’) remains in the shell through ‘the subjectness relation’ (‘viśeşyatᾱ
sambandha’);

for

this

reason,

‘the

silverness-oriented

cognition’

(‘rajatatvaprakᾱraka jῆᾱna’) also will remain in the same locus through ‘the
viśeşyatᾱsambandha’. If the silverness-oriented cognition (‘rajatatva-prakᾱraka
jῆᾱna’) remains in the shell through the ‘viśeşyatᾱ’ relation then it is necessary to
accept that, the ‘adjective’ (‘prakᾱra’) of this cognition is ‘the silverness’
(‘rajatatva’) and the subject/noun is ‘the shell’ (‘śukti’). This kind of cognition is
actually illusory.
The form of the second argument given by the Naiyᾱyikas is as such:
“Śuktou pravartakaṁ rajatatvaprakᾱrakajῆᾱnaṁ śuktiviśeşyakaṁ
rajatatvaprakᾱrakaśuktiviśeşyakapravŗttihetutvᾱt”.
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The inferential subject of this statement is that silverness-oriented cognition which
is the cause of the inclination to the shell’. The probandum is: ‘the probandumness
of the inclination whose subject (‘viśeşya’) is the shell’ (‘rajatatvaprakᾱraka
śuktiviśeşyaka pravŗttihetutva’). Through this argument ‘the subjectness of the
shell’ (‘śuktiviśeşyakatva’) has been established in the silverness-oriented cognition
(‘rajatatva-prakᾱraka-jῆᾱna’) which is the cause of the inclination whose subject
(‘viśeşya’) is ‘the shell’. It is an erroneous cognition. So, such rule as ‘each
cognition is valid’ (‘jῆanaṁ yathᾱrthameva’) has been sublated by dint of the
above-mentioned two-fold arguments given by the Nyᾱya-thinkers.
Prᾱbhᾱkarean statement “jῆᾱnaṁ yathᾱrthameva” would be refuted with the
above-mentioned argument given by the Naiyᾱyikas.
The form of the second argument given by the Naiyᾱyikas as such:
“Śuktou pravartakaṁ rajatattvaprakᾱrakajῆᾱnaṁ Śuktiviśeşyakaṁ
Rajatattvaprakᾱrakaśuktiviśeşyakapravŗţţihetutvᾱt”.
The inferential subject of this statement is ‘that knowledge which is the
originator of the inclination to the shell qualified by silverness’. The probandum of
this argument is ‘śuktiviśeşyakatva’ or ‘the term particularized by shell’. The
probans of this argument is ‘rajatattvaprakᾱraka śuktiv iśeşyaka pravŗţţihetuttva’
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or ‘the attribute of the cause of that inclination which is particularized by the shell
and that shell is qualified by the silverness’. The particular shell has accomplished
in that cognitive state which is qualified by silverness and which cognition is the
originator of that inclination which inclination is particularized by the shell. So, the
cognitive state which is particularized by the shell and that shell is qualified by the
silverness is necessarily called erroneous. The Prᾱbhᾱkaras’ statement “jῆᾱnaṁ
yathᾱrthaṁ eva” become refuted with the Naiyᾱyikas’ second argument too.15

A question may be raised that, if the knowledge is recognized to us as
invalid then by what means we accept the knowledge confidently in accordance
with the Prᾱbhᾱkaras. The Prᾱbhᾱkaras strongly established the theory of nonerror with this argument.
After that, Gangeśa said that, the truthfulness of all cognition become
ejected with the sublating cognition in accordance with all of us too. So, when the
sublating cognition does not originate then we accept the truthfulness of cognition.
The Naiyᾱyikas refuted some others arguments given by the Prᾱbhᾱkaras.
The Prᾱbhᾱkaras raised an argument on behalf of the non-acceptation of the
illusory cognition. That is: when in the case of ‘this is silver’, the subject would be
the shell yet the silver-oriented knowledge would be originated then this type of
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cognition would be refered as illusory. It is unreasonable to accept that, ‘this is
silver’ --- the subject of this cognitive state is ‘the shell’. Because, the shell may
not be appeared in this cognitive state. So, it is not reasonable to accept the theory
that, the silver-oriented knowledge has become concerning the shell. So, the
illusory cognition may not be accepted.
In pursuance of the Naiyᾱyikas, when the set of conditions of the cognition
would be combined with then the nature of veridical cognition (‘pramᾱtva’) would
be originated in the cognition. According to the Nyᾱya philosophy, the operative
relation (‘sannikarşa’) of the sense-organ (‘eye’) with an object which object or
noun is qualified with an adjective is known as ‘guna’ or ‘quality’. In the shellsilver case, yet, the operative relation with the shell there does not originate the
operative relation with the shell which shell is qualified by silverness. So, that
conjunction is not known as the ‘quality’ or ‘guņa’. For this reason, it is not
possible to accept the origination of the valid knowledge (‘pramᾱ’) from the
absence of the producer of the quality. So, the cognitive state as the shell-silver
case is not unknown as the valid cognition or ‘pramᾱ’. In this way, it is called as
the invalid cognition or ‘apramᾱ’ or the erroneous cognition.
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END NOTES:
1.

Tattvacintᾱmaņi, Pratyakşa paricceda, anyathᾱkhyᾱtivᾱdaprakaraņa, page:
430,

“Nanu

sarvajῆᾱnᾱnᾱṁ

viśeşaņavyᾱvarttyaprasiddheh

yathᾱrthatvᾱt

viśeşaņavaiyarthyaṁ

pramᾱlakşaņe
anyathᾱkhyᾱtou

mᾱnᾱbhᾱvᾱt”.
2.

Ibid.

page:

431,

“Tathᾱhi

Rajatᾱrthiravŗţţivişayatvaṁrajatatva-

prakᾱrakᾱnubhavavişayatvavyᾱpyaṁ
vŗţţidharmatvᾱt rajatamᾱtravŗţţidharmavaditi

rajatᾱrthipravŗţţivişayamᾱtraanyathᾱkhyᾱti -

vyᾱpyaṁsiddhᾱtiti. Aprᾱptakᾱlatvaṁ, rajatamᾱtravŗţţivaῆcopᾱdhi.
3.

Ibid., page: 433-435, “rajatattvaṁ arajatavŗţţijῆᾱnavişayatᾱvaccedakaṁ
arajatavişayapravŗţţihetujῆᾱnaprakᾱratvᾱt,
rajatavŗţţitvaṁ upᾱdhi”.

4.

Ibid., page: 436-437

5.

Ibid., page: 452-455 “Ibid., page: 477,

6.

Ibid., page: 480-485

7.

Ibid., page: 485---486,

8.

Ibid., page: 486---487,

9.

Ibid., page: 489,
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śuktitvavat-ityatra-

10.

Ibid., page: 491---492,

11.

Ibid., page: 497---498,

12.

Ibid., page: 501---502,

13. Ibid., page: 508,
14. “Ibid., page: 509---510,
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